
DIGIMON CARD GAME ALTERNATIVE BEING [EX04]

EX04
№ Name Q A
EX4-001 Missimon

1

If this card is a digivolution card, does the
Digimon above it meet the condition of this
card's [On Deletion] effect?

No, it doesn't. The [On Deletion] effect
activates after the card moves to your trash,
therefore the Digimon where this card is a
digivolution card won't be in the battle area
and can't meet the condition.

EX4-002 Kokomon

1

Does this card's inherited effect activate when
an attack is performed using a "[Start of Your
Main Phase] Attack with this Digimon" effect?

No, it doesn't activate. "Attack with this
Digimon" effects aren't suspending by an
effect, they're suspending by an attack.
Therefore, they aren't considered to be a
"When an effect suspends" effect.

EX4-004 Pinamon

1

If a Digimon with this card in its digivolution
cards is deleted by an opponent's
<Retaliation>, does this card's [On Deletion]
effect activate?

Yes, it activates. Deletion by the <Retaliation>
effect isn't considered deletion by battle.

EX4-006 Guilmon

1

Does "If the total number of cards in both
players' trashes is 20 or more" mean 20 or
more cards in either me or my opponent's
trashes?

No, it means when the cards in your trash and
the cards in your opponent's trash add up to 20
or more cards in total.
For example, the condition is met if you have
12 cards in your trash and your opponent has 8
cards in their trash.

2

After gaining <Rush> from this card's [On
Play] effect, is <Rush> lost if the total cards in
both players' trashes is reduced to 19 or fewer
cards?

No, "for the turn" effects persist as long as the
conditions were met at the time of activation.

EX4-008 BlackGrowlmon

1

Does this cardʼs [When Digivolving] effect force
both players to trash the top 2 cards of their
decks?

Yes. Both players must trash 2 cards each, if
possible.

2

Can I choose to not return the cards to my
hand for this card's [When Digivolving] effect
when I have 1 [Guilmon] or 1 card with
[Growlmon] or [Gallantmon] in its name in my
trash?

Yes, the effect reads "you may return [...] to
your hand," therefore you may choose to not
return cards to your hand.
However, even in such cases, both players
must trash 2 cards from the tops of their
decks.

3

Can I choose to not return the cards to my
hand for this card's inherited effect when I
have 1 [Guilmon] or 1 card with [Growlmon] or
[Gallantmon] in its name in my trash?

Yes, the effect reads "you may return [...] to
your hand," therefore you may choose to not
return cards to your hand.

EX4-009 RizeGreymon

1

Does this card's [When Digivolving] effect still
activate for my opponent's Security Digimon
and give them -4000 DP when my opponent
doesn't have any Digimon?

Yes, it does.

EX4-010 BlackWarGrowlmon

1

Does "For every 10 total cards in both players'
trashes" mean every 10 cards in either me or
my opponent's trashes?

No, it means every 10 cards in the total sum of
cards in your trash and the cards in your
opponent's trash.
For example, if you have 15 cards in your trash
and your opponent has 9 cards in their trash,
the total would be 24. Therefore, you add 4000
to the maximum this DP-based deletion effect
can delete, and you can now choose any
number of your opponent's Digimon so that
their DP total is 7000 or less.

EX4-011 ChaosGallantmon

1

What does [Trash] in this card's [End of Your
Turn] effect mean?

It means that the effect will activate at the
specified timing if this card is in your trash.

2

After deleting 1 of my Digimon with
digivolution cards and [Gallantmon] in its
name, can I choose to not play this card for
this card's [End of Your Turn] effect?

Yes, the effect reads “you may play," so you
can choose not to play it.

3

Does "For every 10 total cards in both players'
trashes" in this card's [On Play] effect mean
every 10 cards in either me or my opponent's
trashes?

No, it means every 10 cards in the total sum of
cards in your trash and the cards in your
opponent's trash.
For example, if you have 15 cards in your trash
and your opponent has 9 cards in their trash,
the total would be 24. Therefore, you add 4000
to the maximum this DP-based deletion effect
can delete, and you can now delete 1 of your
opponent's Digimon with 11000 DP or less.



EX4-013 MedievalGallantmon

1

I use the [Security] effect to play this card,
then it was deleted during that same turn. In
such cases, can I return this card from my
trash to my hand at the end of the turn?

No, you can't. In such cases the card remains
placed in your trash.

2

When an opponent's Digimon isn't deleted by
this card's [On Play][When Attacking] effect,
can I specify 1 of my opponent's suspended
Digimon and prevent it from unsuspending
during my opponent's next unsuspend phase?

Yes, you can.

3

What happens if this card is flipped over upon a
security check from an opponent's Digimon's
attack in a state where a "your opponent's
[Security] effects don't activate" effect has
activated?

Since the [Security] effect didn't activate, the
battle proceeds normally. At the end of the
battle, this card is trashed.

EX4-014 Gaossmon

1

Does this card's effect also activate when an
opponent's Digimon with the [Blue Flare] or
[Twilight] trait is played during my turn?

Yes, it does.

2

During my turn, a card with the [Blue Flare]
trait was played and this card's effect was
triggered. If a card with the [Twilight] trait is
played by another effect before this card's
effect activates, can I perform both <Draw 1>
and "return 1 Digimon card with DigiXros
requirements from your trash to your hand" in
this card's effect?

No, you can't.
If Digimon with the [Blue Flare] and [Twilight]
traits are played by separate effects, this card's
effect will separately trigger for each trait.
Because of the rule that states that an effect
triggered afterward will take precedence for
activation, for the situation stated in your
question, "return 1 Digimon card with DigiXros
requirements from your trash to your hand"
will activate by playing the Digimon with the
[Twilight] trait, but because the effect is a
[Once Per Turn] effect, <Draw 1> doesn't
activate by playing the Digimon with the [Blue
Flare] trait.

3

This card has the [Blue Flare] trait, so do I get
<Draw 1> from this card's own effect when
this card is played?

Yes, that's correct.

4

Can I perform both <Draw 1> and "return 1
Digimon card with DigiXros requirements from
your trash to your hand" in this card's effect
when a card with both the [Blue Flare] and
[Twilight] traits is played during my turn?

Yes, you can perform both.

EX4-016 Greymon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either [Kiriha
Aonuma] or 1 blue or black card with DigiXros
requirements, can I only add 1 card to my
hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both [Kiriha Aonuma] and
1 blue or black card with DigiXros
requirements, can I add 1 card to my hand and
trash the rest?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

EX4-018 MailBirdamon

1

I used this card's [On Play] effect to give 1 of
my opponentʼs Digimon with the lowest level
"[When Attacking] Lose 2 memory.".
Then, that opponent's Digimon digivolved and
another Digimon became their Digimon with
the lowest level. What happens to the "[When
Attacking] Lose 2 memory" effect?

Your opponent's target Digimon that was
specified when the effect activated will continue
to have the "[When Attacking] Lose 2 memory"
effect until the end of your opponent's turn.



EX4-020 MetalGreymon

1

I chose 1 of my opponent's Digimon with 3 or
fewer digivolution cards as the target for "can't
attack until the end of your opponent's turn" in
this card's inherited effect.
Then, that opponent's Digimon digivolved and
its digivolution cards increased to 4 or more.
What happens to the "can't attack until the end
of your opponent's turn" effect?

The "can't attack" effect won't end until the
end of your opponent's turn, even if the
digivolution cards increase to 4 or more.

EX4-021 GreyKnightsmon

1

After this card's [On Play] effect was used to
prevent a level 4 or lower Digimon from
attacking, the Digimon digivolved and became
level 5 or higher. Can this Digimon attack?

Yes, it can attack.
The effect reads "all of your opponent's level 4
or lower Digimon," therefore the effect will no
longer affect Digimon that become level 5 or
higher after the effect activates. On the other
hand, Digimon will be affected by the effect if
they become level 4 or lower or a level 4 or
lower Digimon is newly played on the battle
area after the effect activates.

EX4-022 ZeedGarurumon

1

I used this card's [When Digivolving] effect to
return an opponent's level 4 Digimon to its
owner's hand when my opponent had 7 cards
in their hand. My opponent now has 8 cards in
their hand, so does the rest of the effect after
"Then, if your opponent has 8 or more cards in
their hand" also activate?

Yes, it does.

EX4-023 Agumon Expert

1

Is the card placed on top of my security stack
by this cardʼs effect the Digimon played by my
opponent or the card revealed from my hand?

The card revealed from your hand.

2

Can I activate this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect when [BT9-103 Kongou]'s effect is
preventing cards from being added to my
security stack?

You can activate the effect, but you can't add
cards to your security stack, therefore the
revealed card can't be added to your security
stack and is trashed by the rules.

3

Can I use this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect
to reveal [EX2-045 Calumon] from my hand
when my opponent plays a Lv.- [EX2-045
Calumon]?

No, you can't.
[EX2-045 Calumon] is a card with no level, so
it isn't considered to have the same level even
though it's the same card, and you can't use
this card's effect to reveal it.

EX4-024 Renamon

1

I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in play, and
use [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]. Can I activate
this card's inherited effect?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]ʼs cost has been
changed to 1, so using it isnʼt considered to be
using an Option card with a cost of 2 or more.

EX4-026 Youkomon

1

I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in play, and
use [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]. Can I activate
this card's inherited effect?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]ʼs cost has been
changed to 1, so using it isnʼt considered to be
using an Option card with a cost of 2 or more.

EX4-027 GoldVeedramon

1

My opponent used this card's [When
Digivolving] effect to prevent my Digimon with
6000 DP or less from attacking or blocking.
If that Digimon's DP increased to 7000 or more
by an effect afterwards, can it attack or block?

No, it can't.
A Digimon targeted by this effect will be
affected until the timing specified in the effect,
even if its DP increases to 7000 or more after
the effect activates.

2

If I use this card's [When Digivolving] effect on
an opponent's Digimon with 8000 DP and its
DP is reduced by -2000 so that it becomes
6000 in a situation where I have a blue or
yellow Tamer in play or I have a card with the
[Armor Form] trait in my trash, can I choose
that Digimon as the target for the effect that
prevents 1 Digimon from attacking or blocking?

Yes, you can.

EX4-028 Doumon

1

I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in play, and
use [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]. Can I activate
this card's inherited effect?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]ʼs cost has been
changed to 1, so using it isnʼt considered to be
using an Option card with a cost of 2 or more.

EX4-030 Kuzuhamon

1

When I have 8 or more yellow Tamers in play
and use [BT2-099 Glorious Burst], does this
card's [Your Turn] effect activate?

No. [BT2-099 Glorious Burst]ʼs cost has been
changed to 1, so using it isnʼt considered to be
using an Option card with a cost of 2 or more.



2

Can I use [EX4-072 Digital Translator]'s effect
to digivolve [Sakuyamon] into this card?

Yes. This card is treated as having
[Sakuyamon] in its name and it's a level 6 card
with a name other than [Sakuyamon],
therefore it can digivolve using [EX4-072
Digital Translator]'s effect.

EX4-032 Terriermon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either a 2-color green
card or a Tamer card with [Henry Wong] in its
name, can I only add 1 card to my hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both a 2-color green card
and a Tamer card with [Henry Wong] in its
name, can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining cards at the
bottom of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

EX4-034 Lopmon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either a 2-color green
card or a Tamer card with [Shu-Chong Wong]
in its name, can I only add 1 card to my hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both a 2-color green card
and a Tamer card with [Shu-Chong Wong] in
its name, can I choose to only add one of them
to my hand, and place the remaining cards at
the bottom of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

EX4-036 BlackRapidmon

1

What can be the target of <De-Digivolve 1> in
this card's [End of Attack] effect?

It targets 1 of your opponent's Digimon.

2

An effect suspended another Digimon when I
attacked my opponent's Digimon using my
Digimon with this card in its digivolution cards,
and only my Digimon survived. Does this
Digimon gain <Piercing> by this card's
inherited effect and allow me to check my
opponent's security stack?

No. You can't perform a security check even if
you gain <Piercing> after deleting your
opponent's Digimon in battle.

3

Can I use this card's "3 from Lv.4
w/[Gargomon] in name or 2-color w/green"
special digivolution to digivolve from a "Lv.4
Digimon w/[Gargomon] in name" or "2-color
Lv.4 Digimon w/green"?

Yes, that's correct.
A Lv.4 Digimon is required for both
"w/[Gargomon] in name" and "2-color
w/green."

EX4-037 BlackMegaGargomon

1

Can I use this card's "4 from Lv.5
w/[Rapidmon] in name or 2-color w/green"
special digivolution to digivolve from a "Lv.5
Digimon w/[Rapidmon] in name" or "2-color
Lv.5 Digimon w/green"?

Yes, that's correct.
A Lv.5 Digimon is required for both
"w/[Rapidmon] in name" and "2-color
w/green."

EX4-038 Agumon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either a Digimon card
with [Greymon] in its name or a Digimon card
with [Gabumon], [Garurumon], or [Omnimon]
in its name, can I only add 1 card to my hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both a Digimon card with
[Greymon] in its name and a Digimon card
with [Gabumon], [Garurumon], or [Omnimon]
in its name, can I choose to only add one of
them to my hand, and place the remaining
cards at the top of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

EX4-039 Gabumon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either a Digimon card
with [Garurumon] in its name or a Digimon
card with [Agumon], [Greymon], or
[Omnimon] in its name, can I only add 1 card
to my hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both a Digimon card with
[Garurumon] in its name and 1 Digimon card
with [Agumon], [Greymon], or [Omnimon] in
its name, can I choose to only add one of them
to my hand, and place the remaining cards at
the top of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.



EX4-040 SkullKnightmon

1

Can I use this card's [On Play] effect to play a
[EX4-062 Kiriha Aonuma & Nene Amano] from
my hand without paying the cost?

Yes, you can.

2

Does this card's [On Play] effect activate when
I have [EX4-062 Kiriha Aonuma & Nene
Amano] in play?

No. [EX4-062 Kiriha Aonuma & Nene Amano] is
a card that's also treated as [Nene Amano],
therefore the "If you don't have [Nene Amano]
in play" condition isn't met and the effect
doesn't activate.

EX4-050 ShadowSeraphimon

1

My opponent's Digimon with <Security Attack
+1> attacks me and 1 card is removed from
my security stack by the security check.
If I use this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect to
<De-Digivolve X> that opponent's Digimon and
it loses <Security Attack +1>, is the 2nd
security check performed?

No. If this card's effect causes <Security Attack
+1> to be lost before the 2nd security check, it
isn't performed.

EX4-052 Fake Agumon Expert

1

Can I use this card's [Your Turn] effect to trash
[EX2-045 Calumon] from my hand when an
opponent's Lv.- [EX2-045 Calumon] is deleted?

No, you can't.
[EX2-045 Calumon] is a card with no level, so
it isn't considered to have the same level even
though it's the same card, and you can't use
this card's effect to trash it.

EX4-053 Falcomon

1

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include only either a purple
Digimon card with [Ravemon] in its name or
[Bird] or [Avian] in one of its traits or a
[Keenan Crier], can I only add 1 card to my
hand?

Yes, even if you only reveal one of the
applicable cards, you can still add it to your
hand.

2

If the cards I reveal from my deck for this
card's effect include both a purple Digimon card
with [Ravemon] in its name or [Bird] or
[Avian] in one of its traits and 1 [Keenan
Crier], can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand, and place the remaining cards at the
bottom of my deck?

No. If you have cards that are targets of this
effect, you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

EX4-055 Peckmon

1

Do I or my opponent choose the card to be
deleted from their hand when I activate this
card's inherited effect?

Your opponent chooses.

EX4-056 Crowmon

1

If a Digimon with this card in its digivolution
cards is deleted by an opponent's
<Retaliation>, does this card's [On Deletion]
effect activate?

Yes, it activates.
Deletion by the <Retaliation> effect isn't
considered deletion by battle.

EX4-058 Ravemon

1

Do I or my opponent choose the card to be
trashed from their hand when I activate this
card's [On Deletion] effect?

Your opponent chooses.

EX4-059 Cherubimon

1

This card's [When Digivolving] effect gave my
level 5 Digimon the "[On Deletion] You may
play this card without paying the cost" effect. If
it later digivolves, becomes level 6 or higher,
and is then deleted, does this [On Deletion]
effect activate?

Yes, it activates.

EX4-060 Omnimon Alter-S

1

When [BT11-109 Astral Snatcher]'s effect
places this card in another Digimonʼs
digivolution cards, does this cardʼs [All Turns]
effect activate?

This effect is a "would" effect, so its activation
comes first and interrupts [BT11-109 Astral
Snatcher]'s effect that places this card in
digivolution cards.
Therefore, you play 1 [BlitzGreymon] and 1
[CresGarurumon] from the digivolution cards
without paying the costs, then place this
Digimon at the bottom of your security stack
face down. [BT11-109 Astral Snatcher]'s effect
that places a card as the bottom digivolution
card under another Digimon will fail because its
target has been removed.

EX4-073 Omnimon Alter-B

1

Do I choose 1 Digimon with the lowest play
cost or 1 Tamer with the lowest play cost to
delete for "among your opponent's Digimon
and Tamers, delete 1 with the lowest play cost"
in this card's [When Attacking] effect?

No. You delete the one with the lowest play
cost from among your opponent's Digimon and
Tamers.
If multiple Digimon and/or Tamers have the
lowest play cost, the player of this card
chooses from among them.



2

I used this card's [When Attacking] effect to
trash 2 level 6 or higher digivolution cards. If
my opponent has 1 Digimon with a play cost of
3 and 1 Digimon with a play cost of 4, can I
delete both of them?

Yes, you can.
For every level 6 or higher digivolution card
trashed, this effect deletes 1 of your opponent's
Digimon or Tamers in order starting with the
lowest play cost.

3

If I use this card's [When Attacking] effect to
trash 3 level 6 or higher digivolution cards, do I
trash the top 2 cards of my opponent's security
stack after deleting 3 of their Digimon and/or
Tamers with the lowest play costs?

Yes, that's correct.

4

Can I use this cardʼs [When Digivolving] effect
to choose 0 for the play cost total without
deleting an opponent's Digimon?

No, you can't. <br>This effect requires you to
choose at least 1 of your opponent's Digimon
with a play cost of 6 or less whenever possible.

EX4-074 ShineGreymon: Ruin Mode

1

I played a Digimon with 5000 DP or less in a
state where my opponent used this card's
[When Digivolving][On Deletion] effect to give
all of my Digimon -5000 DP. Can I activate my
played Digimon's [On Play] effect before it's
deleted by its DP becoming 0?

No, you can't.
If a card is played at the same time as deletion
by DP becoming 0, the [On Play] effect is
triggered, but it can't activate because the card
is deleted before it activates.

2

Do I have to activate this card's [End of Attack]
effect?

Yes, you must activate it whenever possible.

3

Does this card's [End of Attack] effect also
activate when my opponent has no Digimon in
play?

Yes, it does.

EX4-062 Kiriha Aonuma & Nene Amano

1

Does this card's [Start of Your Main Phase]
effect activate if there are 2 or more Digimon in
the battle areas including my opponent's
Digimon, rather than just my Digimon?

Yes. If you and your opponent have a total of 2
or more Digimon in play, the effect activates.

2

If I have multiple Tamers with cards under
them, can I use this card's [All Turns] effect to
perform a DigiXros for each of my Tamers
using a card from under each one?

No, you can't.
Even if you have multiple Tamers with cards
under them, you can only use 1 card from
under 1 of them when you choose cards for a
DigiXros.

EX4-064 Keenan Crier

1

If one of my purple Digimon with [Ravemon] in
its name or [Bird] or [Avian] in one of its traits
is deleted by an effect, do I perform both
<Draw 1> and gain 1 memory from this card's
[All Turns] effect?

Yes, that's correct.

EX4-067 Full Metal Blaze

1

I used this card's effect to return an opponent's
level 4 Digimon to its owner's hand when my
opponent had 7 cards in their hand. My
opponent now has 8 cards in their hand, so
does the rest of the effect after "Then, if your
opponent has 8 or more cards in their hand"
also activate?

Yes, it does.

EX4-068 Heaven's Judgement

1

If I activate this card's [Main] effect two or
more times, can I give -6000 DP to different
opponent's Digimon?

Yes. This [Main] effect activates again for each
color your Digimon have, and you get to
choose the target for each activation.

2

If I activate this card's [Main] effect two or
more times, are they treated as activating at
separate timings?

No, they're treated as activating at the same
timing.

3

Does this card's [Main] effect activate three
times when I have 1 2-color Digimon?

Yes, that's correct.

4

If I have a red/blue Digimon and a red/black
Digimon, do they count as 4 colors and make
this card's [Main] effect activate five times?

No, multiple instances of the same color count
as 1 color. Therefore, for the situation stated in
your question, red, blue, and black would count
as 3 colors, so the effect would activate four
times.

5

If I activate this card's [Main] effect two or
more times, can I activate the effect for
different opponent's Digimon each time?

Yes, this effect activates multiple times, so you
can choose different targets each time it
activates.

EX4-069 Gaia Reactor

1

Which player chooses 1 of each player's
Digimon with the highest play cost for this
cardʼs effect?

The player that uses this card chooses.



EX4-070 Tarnished Hero

1

If I use this card when my opponent has no
level 3 Digimon, can I still activate the effect
that places this card in my battle area?

Yes, you can.

2

If my opponent doesn't trash an Option card
from their hand for this card's <Delay> effect,
does my opponent gain 2 memory?

No, you gain 2 memory.
This effect makes your opponent choose
between trashing an Option card from their
hand or losing 2 memory.

EX4-072 Digital Translator

1

What does "a level 6 Digimon card in your hand
with a different name that includes the chosen
Digimon's name" on this card mean?

It means a level 6 Digimon card whose name
partially contains the name of the chosen
Digimon.
For example, if you choose [WarGreymon], you
can ignore the digivolution requirements and
digivolve it into a level 6 Digimon card that
includes [WarGreymon] as part of its name,
such as [WarGreymon (X Antibody)],
[BlackWarGreymon], or [BlackWarGreymon (X
Antibody)].

2

If I choose my [Sakuyamon] as the target for
this card, can I digivolve it into [EX4-030
Kuzuhamon] since it has a "This card/Digimon
is also treated as having [Sakuyamon] in its
name" effect?

Yes, you can.

3

If I choose [EX4-030 Kuzuhamon] with its
"This card/Digimon is also treated as having
[Sakuyamon] in its name" effect as the target
for this card, can I digivolve it into my
[Sakuyamon]?

No, you can't.
[EX4-030 Kuzuhamon] will have the name
[Sakuyamon], but a [Sakuyamon] card doesn't
include [Kuzuhamon] in its name, so it isn't
considered to be a card with the same name.


